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1. Dynamic Distributed Systems

With the emergence of a mobile and large-scale In-
ternet, highly-dynamic distributed systems are becom-
ing increasingly important. Examples of this growing
importance can be found in recent researches in large-
scale peer-to-peer protocols [1, 3], as well as in ad hoc
network technologies [4].

Intuitively, ahighly-dynamicdistributed system can
be defined as a system whose configuration changes
very often. What may vary in a configuration depends
on the considered model. In a probabilistic crash-
recovery model, for instance, the configuration might
consist of a probability associated with each node, rep-
resenting the average uptime of that node.

2. Devising Optimal Algorithms

Devising optimal algorithms in such systems is
challenging because optimality can usually only be de-
fined in terms of a configurationgiven a priori, via
somecost function(also known asobjective function)
to minimize. Formally, an algorithm solving some dis-
tributed problem is said to beoptimal with respect
to cost functionf if it also solves some optimization
problem of the form given by Equation 1. In this clas-
sical formulation of optimization problems,f is the
cost function to minimize,x is a vector of system pa-
rameters andS is thefeasible setexpressed as one or
more constraints on the given configuration. Note that

cost functionf is usually expressed in terms of the
same a priori configuration.

minimize f(~x)
subject to ~x ∈ S (1)

To illustrate the challenge of devising optimal al-
gorithms in highly-dynamic distributed systems, let us
take our previous example of a probabilistic crash-
recovery model. Assume that we want to devise a
probabilistic reliable broadcast algorithm that is opti-
mal with respect to the total number of generated mes-
sages. That is, we want to reach every node with at
least probabilityK, while generating aminimum num-
ber of messages. Using the formalism of Equation 1,
we define vector~x as the number of (re-)transmissions
through each link, cost functionf as the total num-
ber of messages, and the feasible setS as the val-
ues of~x for which the probability to reach all nodes
is greater than or equal toK. If in addition the con-
figuration (i.e., node crash probabilities in our exam-
ple) changes frequently, our probabilistic broadcast al-
gorithm has to address two key issues: (1) detecting
configuration changes, and (2) adapting its behavior to
those changes.

3. A Modular Approach

To address these issues, we propose a modular ap-
proach thatinsulatesthe design of optimal algorithms
from the burden of adapting to configuration changes.



More precisely, our approach consists in addressing
each issue in a distinct layer. In a first layer, we de-
vise an algorithm that solves the distributed problem
we want to solve and that is optimalgiven exact knowl-
edge about the system configuration. At this level, we
only have to prove that our algorithm is optimal as-
suming such exact knowledge. In a second layer, we
devise an algorithm that builds up knowledge of the
system configuration and gives it to the first layer. At
this level, we have to show that our algorithm even-
tually converges toward the actual system configura-
tion. So, if we can prove that the algorithms of both
layers satisfy their respective requirements, their as-
sembling will result in anadaptive optimal distributed
algorithm. The idea is that whenever a configuration
change occurs, the second layer will eventually con-
verge to it, and as soon as this happens, the first layer
will exhibit optimal behavior.

4. Some Examples

In [2], we apply this approach to probabilistic reli-
able broadcast. Our optimal algorithm relies on the as-
sumption that each node knows the topology and the
reliability of nodes and links, and uses this knowledge
to minimize the number of messages needed to reach
all nodes with a given probability. This is achieved by
having each node first compute aMaximum Reliabil-
ity Tree(MRT) of the system. The MRT is a spanning
tree containing the most reliable paths connecting all
nodes. We calculate the MRT using a modified version
of Prim’s algorithm [2].

In our adaptive protocol, in addition to determin-
ing the MRT, nodes constantly try to approximate
the topology and the reliability of nodes and links. If
these remain stable “long enough”, our adaptive proto-
col converges toward the optimal one. Initially, nodes
know only the links connecting them directly to their
neighbors. To share this knowledge, each node peri-
odically sends heartbeat messages with its view of the
topology to all its neighbors. When receiving a heart-
beat, a node updates its local knowledge with the infor-
mation received and eventually learns the global sys-
tem topology. Heartbeats are also used to determine
the reliability of nodes and links.

In a different context, we consider applying this
modular approach to routing in peer-to-peer overlay
networks. The well-known proximity neighbor selec-
tion (PNS) strategy selects the closest neighbors of a
node in the underlying topology to build its routing ta-
ble [3]. However, this approach does not necessarily
lead to the best global route between two peers. More-

over, when it is used in tree topologies, the restric-
tion imposed on the paths makes the delay between
nodes increase exponentially along routes [1], aggra-
vating the harm of an early bad decision. The cost in-
volved in keeping track of the closest peers in large-
scale highly-dynamic systems also prohibits the usage
of perfect PNS in real systems and, therefore, some
simpler heuristics must be used to approximate it [3].

Our approach can be used to address this problem
in two ways. First, it can be used to build the topology
efficiently. Second, during routing a node can forward
a message to the neighbor that will lead to the shortest
global path to the destination. Consider initially that
nodes have a full view of the system membership, the
links between nodes, and the estimated transmission
delays of these connections. In this case, a node that
wants to join the overlay can choose the best way to
connect itself to the topology in order to keep its opti-
mality (e.g., if it is a tree, keeping it balanced). More-
over, while routing a message, a node can find the best
route locally using some shortest-path algorithm and
forwarding the message through the best global path.

Following our modular approach, an adaptive pro-
tocol has to maintain the topology information in each
node and make it converge toward the actual system
configuration. The strategy could be similar to the
one used in [2], with periodic heartbeat messages ex-
changed between nodes to propagate topology infor-
mation. Putting optimal and adaptive algorithms to-
gether, we get a complete adaptive protocol for build-
ing the topology and routing messages in dynamic
peer-to-peer overlays. Finally, to improve the scalabil-
ity of the solution, we are considering grouping nodes
together and propagating different levels of topology
information.
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